St. Josef Hospital Bochum – the University Hospital of the Ruhr University Bochum – wishes to appoint at the earliest opportunity a

University Professor (M/F) (W3-analog) for Radiology and Nuclear Medicine as Director of the Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Nuclear Medicine (successor to Prof. Köster)

The spectrum of the Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Nuclear Medicine covers all radiological diagnostic procedures (1.5T-MRI, MDCT, DSA with Dyna-CT, conventional diagnostic radiology including X-rays, sonography). In addition to diagnostics, the hospital carries out numerous interventional operations, the main focus being on vascular surgery (including aorta prostheses, carotis stents, cerebral lyses and thrombectomies) and CT-controlled punctures (including pain management, abscess drainage and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy). We also carry out the complete range of nuclear medical diagnostics with SPECT and PET/CT and radiosynoviortheses. The institute has a high-performance radiological information system (RIS) with integrated digital picture archiving and distribution system (PACS). The department is a member of the Ruhr Teleradiology Association.

From a clinical scientific point of view, the focus of the institute is on the close co-operation with gastroenterology, haematology/oncology and visceral surgery in the area of diagnostic and therapeutic gastroenterological oncology. Together with the neurology department we have gained proven expertise in the area of inflammatory brain diseases.

The university hospital at the Ruhr University Bochum has committed itself to providing excellent standards in research and teaching. We are looking for a specialist in radiology and nuclear medicine, a person of outstanding merit, both nationally and internationally, who has a proven track record of excellent scientific and clinical results in this area. We expect from the successful candidate the ability to work in a team, proven leadership qualities, and economic skills, all of which are pre-requisites for the successful running of a large radiology department.

As regards our main research fields we are looking for someone who will work closely with other institutes in the faculty of medicine on a clinical-scientific level. Participation in existing and future combined research projects is desired. To cover the additional responsibilities involved in the directorship of the clinical institute, the successful candidate will be given a contract as a senior consultant including participation in liquidation rights which will be commensurate with the size and importance of the institute. The teaching appointment is in line with §9 (2) HG-NRW.

A positively-evaluated junior professorship, a qualification for teaching at higher education/post-doctoral level or similar scientific achievements as well as pedagogical skills are required for the position, as is an active participation in administrative matters. In addition to excellent scientific qualifications and a successful record of third-party funding, the following core competences are required:

- excellent leadership skills and hospital management skills
- willingness to do interdisciplinary scientific work and the ability to create networks
- didactic competence at university level, including a high commitment to teaching
- a proven aptitude for academic teaching

Bochum Catholic Hospital – the governors of St. Josef Hospital – and the Ruhr University Bochum are particularly interested in promoting women’s careers, and therefore look forward to receiving applications from female candidates. We also welcome applications from eligible severely handicapped persons and those similarly situated, both male and female.

Within 6 weeks of publication of this tender please send your written application with the standard documentation (career to date, list of publications, successful fundraising projects, teaching experience) together with the application form available on http://www.medizin.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/dekanat/sachgebiete_service/berufung.html.de

to

Dekan der Medizinischen Fakultät Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Universitätsstraße 150, 44801 Bochum

and to the

Geschäftsführung der Katholisches Klinikum Bochum Holding gGmbH, Gudrunstraße 56, 44791 Bochum.